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Abstract

Today's data-driven internet-facing applications pose unprecedented challenges to the database systems 
that back these application. In addition to the immense scale of data, thousands of concurrent requests,  
and  low latency response,  these  applications  also  strive  for  24X7 availability.  The  big  data  serving 
systems empowering these applications must therefore have low request latencies, be highly-available, 
and be geo-replicated. As a result, there has been a resurgence of work on replicated, distributed database 
systems to meet the demands of intermittently-connected clients and of disaster-tolerant databases that  
span data centers spanning the globe. Many of these data serving systems weaken the criteria for replica-
consistency  or  isolation,  and  in  some  cases  add  new  mechanisms,  to  improve  partition-tolerance,  
availability,  and  performance.  In  this  talk,  I'll  present  a  framework for  comparing  these  criteria  and 
mechanisms, to help architects navigate through this complex design space and reason about the various  
weak forms of replica consistency. Joint work with Philip A. Bernstein.
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